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Publication Supercalendered Catalog

This catalog displays outstanding color saturation on a difficult substrate. The nostalgic product shots are well produced with good register. This certainly meets the mission of the customer and uses all the technology available to reimagine a simpler age.

The winner in the Publication Supercalendered Catalog category for 2015 Vermont Country Store Winter 2 is

LSC Communications – RR Donnelley (Spartanburg, SC)
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Publication Supercalendered Magazine

The most consistent printing in the category and excellent registration won this entry the recognition of the judges. This challenging issue showed some nice color cross-overs (on different substrates) and various photography elements illustrated the superior quality of this winner.

The winner in the Publication Supercalendered Magazine category for September 28, 2015 ESPN the Magazine is

Quad/Graphics, Inc.
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Publication Coated (over 40#) Catalog

Beautiful printing; capturing the smallest detail of light and shade, in addition to reversed out text, requiring total process control. Very high expectations are exceeded throughout - well done!

The winner in the Publication Coated (over 40#) Catalog category for Victoria’s Secret Swim 1 MD is

LSC Communications – RR Donnelley (Lynchburg, VA)
Publication Coated (over 40#) Magazine

Wonderfully printed photographs with fine detail; displaying super registration and color consistency at the cross-overs. An awesome piece, that takes full advantage of gravure capabilities - this is a true winner!

The winner in the Publication Coated (over 40#) Magazine category for National Geographic, October 2015 is Quad/Graphics, Inc.
Publication Supercalendered Retail

This entry was judged to be a good print job featuring tight registration and an eye-catching layout. A good example of the weight and separation, which can only be achieved by printing gravure.

The winner in the Publication Supercalendered Retail category for 11/26/15 Target Sales Event is

LSC Communications - RR Donnelley (Lancaster, PA)
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Publication Lightweight Coated (under 40#) Catalog

This entry showed good saturation of color on a lightweight paper with minimal show-through, subtle flesh-tones and clean type reversed out of process colors. Nicely done!

The winner in the Publication Lightweight Coated (under 40#) Catalog category for

Talbots Catalog September 2015

is

Quad/Graphics, Inc.
Publication Lightweight Coated (under 40#) Magazine

A lovely print job featuring some fine detail, saturated colors and stark contrasts, exemplified by the gravure process. This is a great example of the challenges that are faced in magazine printing and how this particular printer rises to those challenges.

The winner in the Publication Lightweight Coated (under 40#) Magazine category for

Better Homes and Gardens October 2015

is

LSC Communications - RR Donnelley (Mattoon, IL)
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The Best of the Best winner is...

National Geographic October 2015

Quad/Graphics, Inc.